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BloodLustRise of the Iliri:
**NOTE: NEW COVERS COMING IN 2021**With Tanakan prison empty of its
most dangerous criminals, and a tyrant with a thirst for death still named as
Crown, the Silvari and human worlds are on the edge of a catastrophe they may
never recover from. Kitten and Allure, the dual-perspective third instalment in the
Shadows and Shade series, is a slow burn RH that brings readers to the edge of
the forest. So close to the memories that are literally left behind in the jagged
patterns on her wrists and back. Will Shade uncover the truth of who and what
she is? Will the pentad discover the depths of Lithael's plan before it's too late to
salvage the Silvari and human realms? And most importantly, will Shade live long
enough to eat her bodyweight in chocolate?
The early 13th century French romance tells of Lancelot's childhood, his arrival at
King Arthur's court, and the flowering of his legendary love affair with Queen
Guinevere.
There's nothing stronger than love, except maybe desperation. All Jade wanted
was her own happily ever after. Unfortunately, it's never that easy. Being a
woman and a mage complicates things. Falling for three men at the same time?
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At least that's working out. Everything else is a mess. And it's all the Spider's
fault. That man just can't help himself. He wants power, and Xel is the best
source he's ever found. To fuel his own addiction, the Spider will destroy
everything in his path - including the quiet little village of pirates and whores that
Jade has claimed as her own. But everyone has a price. For Jade and her men,
it's the people they care about. For the first time, they've found a family, and the
Spider wants to destroy that too. After all, his goal is pain. He doesn't even care
whose. The only way to stop this is to go for the source. If the Sultan is this
desperate to have his mage wars, then she'll play. After all, Jade has mastered
the one weapon these men won't even consider. Love - it cuts both ways. Spell
of Love is a complete novel with a reverse harem, polyamorous storyline. It is
intended for a mature audience due to the presence of consensual sex, group
sex, M/M scenes, and plenty of vulgar language - as well as some potentially
triggering situations since the bad guys don't always play nice. While this is a
love story, it may not be right for all readers.
DISASTER! THE BLACK BLADES DISBANDED, AN ALLIANCE IN
TURMOIL...The intersecting worlds of the iliri, grauori, and men collide when an
alliance is declared, and the humans renege. In the midst of offering an olive
branch to other races, they seem secretly hellbent on destroying them all-and
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they begin by putting Sal on trial and disbanding the Black Blades. Auryn Hadley
offers up deft commentary on racism between communities-melded with
fantastical action-adventure in a world at war, and passionate erotic romance in
this fourth installment of the Rise of the Iliri.True to its title, in Inseparable, on the
world of Ogun, it's the connections between all beings-human and otherwise-that
will save or destroy them.Her recent mission a success, fearless (and irresistibly
arousing) iliri warrior Lieutenant Salryc Luxx gets thanks in the form of
imprisonment by the Conglomerate of Free Citizens. Sal's not even sure what
she's accused of, but she suspects it's the color of her pale skin-not her actionsthat's really on trial.Kinetry, an old comrade and ally of the Black Blades now
forced to hold Sal, warns her that a rash of anti-iliri sentiment is sweeping
Parliament and the military. In fact, it seems men don't care for any race but their
own. But Kinetry doesn't know that the King of Anglia is on his way to the military
stronghold. Nor does he know the King is bringing with him thousands of grauori
soldiers, members of a race of formerly hidden human-like wolves whose hunting
and battle skills are unmatched.If the King arrives before Sal's trial is resolved,
he'll learn something in the courtroom that may destroy all hope of the intended
alliance. Torn between truth and treason, Sal must navigate political sensitivities
to hold the three races together. And just when she seems to get somewhere, the
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Conglomeration disbands the Black Blades.The most psychologically complex
and emotionally stirring of the Iliri tales, Inseparable delves deep into
relationships: the connections between the iliri, grauori, and humans in
increasingly uncertain and dangerous times, and the connections between
comrades and lovers in all their grit and glory. Everyone knows Sal is irresistible
to males, that's part of what makes her such a brilliant assassin, but it's her
unbreakable devotion to her tribe that keep her alive-and the steamy interactions
with her mates-old, new, and surprising-that keep the pages turning.Women
readers will thrill to the reverse harem idea that pushes the boundaries of epic
fantasy in this second world series that may remind some of Avatar without the
scary beasts; or even Game Of Thrones, but happier, with more color-and a
dazzling female protagonist. Fans of Anne McCaffrey's Dragonriders of Pern will
find Sal's planet Ogun a thrilling destination for their next fantasy fix.Like all the
books in this series, Inseparable is a complete novel, not a cliffhanger. And
because the illiri have insatiable and exotic sexual instincts, the smoking hot sex
may make it unsuitable for humans under 18.
Everyone lies. When working for a sex mage, it's the only way to stay safe. That's
the first thing Jaeda learns when she's named as the Chosen. The mage needs a
sacrifice, and she's willing to give it. Maybe too willing. After all, this man is lust
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incarnate; a woman would have to be insane not to want him, even if he is
dangerous. But desiring someone's body is very different from falling in love. In
her line of work, the two must never be confused. She doesn't even know his
name! He's simply The Jackal, a terrifyingly powerful sex mage, and she's his
altar. Her lust fuels him. He needs it. And that puts her in control. Now, she gets
to spend her days with a mage who wields sex like a weapon and his assistant
who's as irresistible as some long-lost god brought to life. The things they do to
her body are amazing, and the rest? These men want to spoil her with the kind of
riches she's always dreamed of. It's the best job she can imagine. Unfortunately,
it's never that easy. This is supposed to be about making magic - that's it.
Feelings have no place in a mage's temple. Affection is a curse. But when the
enemy decides she'll make the perfect weapon to steal the Jackal's power,
what's she supposed to do? After all, she's just a stupid girl caught in the middle.
Her job is to just lie back and take it. Except, someone's been lying. It might even
be her. POWER OF LIES is a complete novel with a reverse harem, polyamorous
storyline. It is intended for a mature audience due to the presence of consensual
sex, group sex, M/M scenes, and plenty of vulgar language - as well as some
potentially triggering violence since the bad guys don't always play nice. While
this is a love story, it may not be right for all readers.
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HER MIND IS MORPHING BY THE MINUTE...PREPARE TO HAVE YOURS
BLOWN!Cancel your lunch and dinner dates, and clear out your inbox at work
before picking up DISSENT, the SEVENTH installment of the action-packed sci-fi
fantasy series, Rise Of The Iliri! Because this is the truth: This epic series,
spellbinding from the first, only becomes more powerfully enthralling with each
adventure. Start DISSENT at your peril if you have looming deadlines! Author
Auryn Hadley goes deep rather than wide on this one, reveling in the
relationships that are the source of power of Salryc Luxx, commander of the
Anglian army and leader of all iliri. Danger surrounds her on all sides: from the
enemy's encroachment on the borders of her former homeland, to the many
humans who still perceive the iliri species as an enslaved inferior race. The thing
that Sal fears most though, is losing her mind; all members of her lineage have
been driven mad as their powers increased--and Sal's mind is morphing by the
minute.Even before Sal joined the Black Blades, they were the best of her
country's elite forces, bred to be ferocious predators and trained to be deadly
soldiers. They think as one, feel as one, yet possess their own special abilities;
and the long-held secret, that the Black Blades are all crossbred iliri, is now out in
the open. With the addition of Sal, a purebred iliri, they have become the most
deadly creatures on the continent. Now the country that disbanded them needs
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them to defeat the invading Terrans. Sal desperately wants to defeat the Terrans
and their leader, who will stop at nothing to wipe out the iliri. Ironically, saving the
country that enslaved her people is the only way to save them.But can she, the
Blades, and their human allies overcome the resentment against iliri influence,
and the rising tide of dissent that threatens to tear the country apart from within?
To do that, the Blades will have to do what they do best: fight their way through it
- in the heart-pounding battle scenes Hadley describes so well.As the strain
begins to show, Sal is trying to let herself lean on the Blades, a band of brothers,
some of whom share her bed - and it's getting really crowded in the bedroom!
The more of them there are, the more adorable these guys get, like puppies piled
up around a warm fire. Although some of the human males in Sal's world aren't
quite used to the reverse harem model of family life the iliri favor, the smoking
(but tasteful) sex scenes are guaranteed to please readers. Rise Of The Iliri will
keep epic fantasy and action-adventure fans-as well as crossover romance and
mystery readers-hypnotized into the wee hours. (Grown people. Magical though
they may be, these are definitely not books for the underage crowd!) Because of
the exotic sexual instincts of the iliri, DISSENT may not be suitable for humans
under 18. Fans of Anne McCaffrey's Dragonriders of Pern will find Sal's planet
Ogun an irresistible destination for their next fantasy fix, and some fans may be
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reminded of Avatar without the scary beasts, or Game of Thrones. (But happier.)
When Salryc Luxx turned eighteen, she bit a military officer. That was the first step.To humans,
her species is just another resource. Seen as little more than beasts, the lives of iliri and iliri
crossbreds are cheap and easily replaced. Sal was raised as one of their pets and has spent
her life dreaming of the day she can be free, but it won't be easy.Biting that officer made her a
soldier. Three years of serving dutifully earned her the chance to apply for elite forces. That
was the second step. Now, she has a piece of paper that admits her to the trials of the Black
Blades, a group of elite soldiers who do the jobs no one else can handle. Their success is
exactly what she needs to prove her people are more than just something to throw away.But in
person, the Black Blades are not at all what she expected. The white eyes of the First Officer,
the pale skin of their medic, and the sharp teeth their assassin tries so hard to hide are iliri
traits. The best soldiers in her country aren't human, and she had no idea! When a voice leaks
into her mind, she learns there's a lot more her species has kept secret - and the Black Blades
have been hiding it in plain sight this whole time.She's going to have to change her plan, but
being so close to her own kind is sending her instincts into overdrive. The sweet scent of
humans, the lure to claim a mate, and her desire to see her commanding officer drop his eyes
are becoming a problem. If she wants to prove that her people deserve freedom - that she
deserves it - she has to stop acting like a beast. There's just one little problem.Humans aren't
her masters, they're her prey.This is the first book in an action-packed, epic, science-based
fantasy series. Like all novels by Auryn Hadley, BloodLust does not end with a cliffhanger. This
complete novel may contain adult themes and may not be suitable for younger readers.
When she saw him for the first time, it was like putting a face and a voice to a soul she already
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knew well. The new Kumari is under attack in Tainted by Prophecy, a Fantasy Reverse Harem
from International Bestselling Author Hanleigh Bradley. Even at its very beginning, her reign
felt tainted by the prophecies that surrounded it and the death that they foretold. They were
dark, speaking of unknown evils and the potential destruction of the realm and even the
eradication of magic. It was not a destiny that Bae, the Kumari, wanted but it was the one
allotted her. Bae wished that she could deny them, call them falsehoods but she couldn't, not
when the fate of the whole realm rested on her shoulders. It might cost her her life, or the lives
of those she loved most, but she would stop at nothing to save magic, save her ren and
hopefully save herself. Tainted by Prophecy is the second book in Kumari's Kitsune, a seven
book Fantasy/ PNR Reverse Harem Series. Magic calls to magic. Heart calls to heart. Mind
calls to mind. Search Terms: fantasy, romance, paranormal, pnr, shifters, lions, magic, reverse
harem, rh, steamy, high fantasy, new adult romance, first love, instalove, fated mates, coming
of age, quest, destiny, fate, bonding, cultural differences, strong female lead, lion shifter,
mythology, myth, myths, asian, kitsune, chinese, japanese, korean, harem,
The Essays Collected In This Volume Make Valuable Contributions To The History And
Chronology Of Indian, And Especially Of Tamil Literature. First Published In 1911. A Classic.
"When Sophie Jameson first became a domme at Club 1740, it was more out of financial
necessity than it was for personal pleasure and sexual exploration ... But all along, her path in
life and her heart was with a different profession- one she was planning to embark on at the
summer's end ... And then he changed everything. Tall, dark, impossibly built- William was the
complete oppostie of whatever image a male sub conjured up"--Page 4 of cover.
Having met her master in Tyler, Mistress Marguerite opens her soul up to him. But Tyler finds
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that he must reciprocate, offering up his own dark places in order to help them both
heal.--Source other than Library of Congress.
VICTORY IS AT HAND! ALL THEY NEED IS A MIRACLE... This eighth epic fantasy in Auryn
Hadley's fan favorite, Rise of the Iliri sci fi/fantasy series, is just as much steamy erotic
romance as it is espionage-tinged action-adventure thriller. The evil Emperor is in our heroine's
sights--all she needs now is a military and cultural miracle. It's the dead of winter, and the
Terrans hold the line as the Conglomeration is holed-up in a makeshift camp, prickly with
nervous excitement, preparing for a massive offensive into wealthy Merriton--the gaudy
Conglomerate city in which Sal was enslaved as a child. But the next battle will have to wait.
Sometimes, things even more personal than war get in the way--like hormones. Unimaginably
powerful Salryc Luxx, Kaisae of all Iliri and de facto Queen of the Conglomerate forces, is
finally brought to her knees--by ovulation. So is Shade, her partbred iliri warrior-sister. To avoid
hormonal confusion, and, well, the entire Black Blades from instinctively tearing each other and
all other male allies apart with protective rage and sexual prowess, all parties are
separated--iliri from humans, men from women, Sal from her pack--stuck in a holding pattern
while the battle lines move closer. And nobody is more annoyed by being cooped up with
nothing to do than Sal. When the women finally free themselves from self-imposed quarantine
(and reforge their sexual bonds with their mates), it's back to work. The allies continue to
collaborate, this time enacting a meticulously-laid plan to quietly infiltrate Terric's diamond of a
city as spies. Part of the fun in this volume is the detailed unfolding of the riveting military plot,
which has all the thrills of a Russian spy novel. Like all of the Rise of the Iliri novels, this epic
fantasy story focuses on loving relationships, platonic and romantic, with a steamy reverse
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harem theme. Sal's erotic love scenes with her three male mates are explicit and almost
unbearably titillating, although not for all readers--especially those under eighteen.
WAR, HEARTBREAK, MORE WAR...AND A NEW FRIENDIn the fifth epic of the Rise of the
Iliri, Auryn Hadley interjects a compelling sci-fi action fantasy with a heart-warming tale of
everyday community and the heart-wrenching reality of war-and the loss it mandates. A jarring
emotional roller coaster, Tenacity tells the age-old tale of pure love amidst a struggle between
good and evil-but with a heaping dose of the light-hearted, cross-cultural birds and bees. This
one has plenty of laughs. And plenty of heartbreak. Slowly, region by region, the Lieutenant
Salryc Luxx and her elite Black Blades are pushing forward and liberating an enslaved nation
from the emperor's reign of terror. But the battle's not without consequence.While scoping out
the quiet remains of a fallen town-too quiet, actually-they discover scores of slaughtered
families. But they also discover life: a young girl, locked in a cage below a tavern. No one is
certain exactly what she is. She has unusual streaks of red, blonde, and white hair, and two
different-colored eyes. She's fluent in iliri language, and she's terrified. So terrified that when
an officer approaches to unlock her, her fear burns a hole in his armor.The girl's name is
Shaden. She's too young to know what exactly her talents are, or how to control them, but
she's powerful. Immediately recognizing Sal as the fabled Kaisae, she trusts only Sal.
Meanwhile, as the Black Blades continue their assault on a city thought to be impenetrable,
Shaden manages to harness her power to help keep her newfound family of warriors safe. But
for Sal's part, Shaden triggers difficult emotional memories of her own enslavement as a girl.
And her longing to free anyone she canWith every win, Sal is bombarded by the thanks of
those she rescued, and the disdain of those whose families she could not save. She can't
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sleep, she can't eat ... but she cannot stop fighting, either.Victory is near. The Emperor is
losing. He knows this. He knows Sal's responsible, and he knows exactly how to destroy hergo after those she loves most.Women readers will thrill to the reverse harem idea that pushes
the boundaries of epic fantasy in this breathtaking series that may remind some of Avatar
without the scary beasts; or even Game Of Thrones, but happier, with more color-plus a
dazzling female protagonist and plenty of action. Fans of Anne McCaffrey's Dragonriders of
Pern will find Sal's planet Ogun a thrilling destination for their next fantasy fix.Like all the books
on this series, Tenacity is a complete novel, not a cliffhanger. And because the illiri have
insatiable and exotic sexual instincts, the smoking hot sex may make it unsuitable for humans
under 18.

Liv Nelson has a history that spans a millennium. She has everything a girl could
want. A global empire, money, power, eternal youth, beauty, a car for every day
of the week, a wall full of shoes, and men who worship and desire her - Just
some of the perks of being a thousand year old Vampire. But with the good
comes bad, and she realizes that even with eternal life she may not be able to
escape the demons created by her past. Caught in a web of love and desire, she
is torn between the three men with whom she could share forever. Constantine,
her maker, Devon, the immoral she made, and Cole, a human actor who has also
stolen her heart. As the demons of her past reveal she is the object of a shocking
revelation, which brings with it an uncertain and unwanted future, will she make
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the right decisions?
THE FINAL SHOWDOWN IS NEAR...BUT WHO IS THE REAL ENEMY?Auryn
Hadley's sixth action-adventure in The Rise of the Iliri fantasy series asks how far
mankind will go to protect their pride. Because it seems they'll guard it at the
expense of all else. In an epic reminiscent of a furistic Lord of the Rings, it's the
iliri-now a rising, formidable race of underdogs-who must decide whether to risk
their lives for the ungracious human race. Unbeknownst to humans, their fate lies
in the capable hands the iliri leader, the powerful Salryc Luxx. And she's no
longer willing to be yanked around at any price.Sal has been summoned to a
meeting with Parliament representatives of the Conglomerate of Free Citizens.
But this time, she's not serving as their slave. Nor is she about to be captured
and brought to trial again. Now she knows she has the upper hand.The enemy
Terrans have besieged Eastward, engaging in brutal guerilla tactics throughout
the country-hitting without mercy and killing all in their path. The world of humans
is desperate."Tell me why I should send my brothers and sisters to die for
humans that care so little for us?" Sal asks. The answer she's searching for
comes from a frail iliri servant, whose telltale snow-colored skin is almost as light
as Sal's: If she leaves the humans to die by the Terrans, war and enslavement
will continue. History will repeat itself. But if it's the iliri and their allies who
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manage to defeat evil, perhaps humans can learn to respect them.She knows
she isn't finished fighting. Iliri warriors haven't yet "done enough." Not while so
many of their brothers are still enslaved.Alongside her faithful friends and
leaders--and the tireless Black Blades-Sal must choose whether to surrender to
her role as their leader and contend with The Emperor's murderous army-as well
as the treacherous pride of the human race.As always, women readers will thrill
to the reverse harem idea that pushes the boundaries of epic fantasy in this
breathtaking series that may remind some of Avatar without the scary beasts; or
even Game Of Thrones, but happier, with more color-plus a dazzling female
protagonist and plenty of action. Fans of Anne McCaffrey's Dragonriders of Pern
will find Sal's planet Ogun a thrilling destination for their next fantasy fix.Like all
the books in this series, Tenacity is a complete novel, not a cliffhanger. And
because the illiri have insatiable and exotic sexual instincts, the smoking hot sex
may make it unsuitable for humans under 18.
A Reverse Harem Mpreg Omegaverse novel
Born a princess, Leyli never expected to find herself in a gladiatorial arena. Her
cousin's plot to secure himself as heir means she got thrown in with the criminals
and debtors, sentenced to fight until she either wins her freedom or dies. But
Leyli comes from a line of warriors. Raised to be demure and gentle, she might
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not know how to fight - but she knows how to not give up. That spirit draws the
attention of the Lion of Lenlochlien, one of the best gladiators in the arena.
Becoming his partner is the opportunity she needs to survive this nightmare.
Chained at his side, they will live - or die - together. She is his shield. He is her
sword. Yet, around every corner is a threat. Their opponents want to kill them.
The wrong people are looking for her. Her owner wants to make a profit above all
else. Hidden in a mess of forged papers and secrets is Leyli's past; it's the only
thing she refuses to share with her partner. As far as the world knows, the
Princess is dead.He named her the Wolf of Oberhame, and she's willing to
embrace it. Each day they're locked together, they grow closer, until his life
matters as much as her own. When their owner changes the rules, the Princess
must risk everything. She was put on the sands to die, but it may be the Lion who
pays the ultimate price.
This survey looks at art from 1940 to the present as an accumulation of unique
contributions by individual artists. These are examined in depth together with
chapters which concern the broader context of the past six decades.
EVERY MAN WANTS HER. MOST WANT TO KILL HER. GOOD LUCK TO
THEM...Instinctual is the second beautifully-written book in Auryn Hadley's actionpacked epic fantasy series chronicling the rise of the Iliri, a species bred by
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humans to be fierce protectors. Sal is the rarest of them, a full-blooded female iliri
who will fight tooth, nail, blades, pikes, and shields to protect her dearest friendsalso her comrades-in-arms and sometimes lovers-- and to free her people.Now
that Sal has won her place in the Black Blades, an elite special ops unit within the
army of the Conglomerate of Free Citizens, she's struggling to find answers
about how to fit in with her new family. That's a challenging assignment; it's an allmale family of seven of the fiercest warriors in existence, all of them iliri with
superpowers kept secret from humans.Sal's Black Blade commander and lover,
Blaec, does his best to guide her, with the full understanding that she will eclipse
him and that he must prepare her to do so. But his struggle is the opposite of
Sal's: he is only half iliri, and all-too-human. The salvation of the iliri race and the
Conglomerate depends on his ability to walk in both worlds, and to guide Sal. His
best advice: "Listen to your instincts more and everything will work out. Our entire
culture can be summed up pretty easily. We do what is natural."For the
matriarchal iliri, what is natural is that Sal is the undisputed leader of her pack.
She makes everyone better; she especially makes everyone fight better. But
why? When asked, they struggle to come up with a better answer than "She
smells really good." It's an iliri thing.Here's another iliri thing that's going to take a
while for the humans to get used to: females were bred to be seductive; they
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possess the ability to make all males desire them, but they choose their mentypically at least two men. Though they may have as many as three or four in
their harem.Now, in this sequel to Hadley's BloodLust, the secret is out.The world
knows the Black Blades aren't human. And their largely independent unit must
learn to fight alongside humans as the Conglomerate faces threats from the
Emperor of Terric, who wants to exterminate the entire iliri species and is moving
to conquer every country between his own and the Conglomerate. To stop him,
the Conglomerate must rely on its best unit, composed of soldiers many consider
less than human; and the Blades must rely on soldiers they were bred to regard
as prey. It's complicated.But always exciting, as well as sexy, and action-packed.
Women readers will thrill to the reverse harem idea that pushes the boundaries of
epic fantasy in this groundbreaking series that may remind some of Avatar
without the scary beasts; or even Game Of Thrones, but happier, with more colorand starring a dazzling female protagonist. Fans of Anne McCaffrey's
Dragonriders of Pern will find Sal's planet Ogun a thrilling destination for their
next fantasy fix.Oh, and by the way: This is a complete novel, not a cliffhanger.
Also--because of the exotic sexual instincts of the illiri, it may not be suitable for
humans under 18.
By reader request, Hope is a full-length epilogue novel to show what comes after
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the series ends. The war is over. The dead have been laid to rest. Peace is on
the horizon, and Anglia is a country that needs to be put back together. After a
failed coup, a new king who's spent more time away from the country than on his
throne, and two new kingdoms sharing the same space, it's starting to feel like
combat was easier to handle. But Dominik Jens has an idea. What this country
needs is a celebration to unite the three species. He has one in mind, but he's
not quite sure it's going to fly. The nobles hate the idea, the iliri love it, and the
grauori haven't responded. They're too worried about the Orassae's
grandchildren, who are due to be born at any time. Peace isn't made from
drawing lines in the sand. It's all about erasing them. That's how Hope is built,
and it's the only way for Anglia to move forward together. Luckily, they have
plenty to spare. This 120,000 word story is in addition to the complete and
finished series (Books 1 - 10). It was written for the readers who wanted to revisit the characters they have grown to love as they settle in after the war. Like all
of the Rise of the Iliri novels, this epic fantasy story focuses on loving
relationships, platonic and romantic, with a steamy reverse harem theme. Some
erotic love scenes are explicit and almost unbearably titillating, although not for
all readers--especially humans under eighteen.
In the final stretch of the war, the rules are changing faster than Anglia can keep up. The
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Kaisae of all Iliri is gone. Her mates are holding the army together. Her dreams are changing
everything, and Sal? She's not done yet. The Emperor has taken too much from her. Life,
loves, and much of her happiness. All she has left is desperation - and blind trust. But she's not
alone. She never has been. If the iliri want to finally know peace, she's going to need some
help. For once, the success of their species is out of her hands. Ryali has promised to handle
the situation in Dorton. This leaves the King free to focus on the assault of Terric. Elite units
are lining up to help. The end of the war is near, but can Anglia truly make this happen? The
fight is the least of their concerns. Killing a man is easy. Changing minds? That's going to be
impossible. And yet it's the whole reason the iliri have risen up: to finally be seen as equals. If
this is going to work, it's going to take more than ayati - more than the fate the iliri believe
controls the world. It's time for the pattern to change.
Skye Morrison's life has fallen apart. Her house burned down, her best friend hates her, her
father betrayed her, and she's become a killer. Life as a newborn vampire is not what she had
expected. When Skye is summoned to her father's trial, she hopes to find closure, but instead
she finds herself indebted to the ruler of the Dark Ones and on a path that there may be no
coming back from. Leaving Archer behind, she sets out on a journey to bring to justice the man
who tore her world apart, Stanus Octavious. But with her soul tied to the ancient evil, Amun,
and the darkness growing inside her, will she be able to complete her task and rebuild her life,
or will it consume her and turn her into the very thing she fights against?
Mave knows where she stands in life. She's an Andinna. A member of the winged, horned, and
tailed warrior race that the Elvasi Empire defeated in the Hundred Year War and then
enslaved. She's a slave, and has been one for a thousand years, the personal property of the
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Empress of the Elvasi Empire, since the end of the War. She's a gladiator, thrown onto the
sands of the Colosseum to die, though it backfired on those who wanted her dead. She's the
Champion of the Colosseum, and has been for roughly nine hundred years. All of these things
have marked her as an outcast among her own people. Hated, distrusted, and despised, she
knows the name of her people, but not much else. But she knows where she stands. Keeping
her head down and her blades sharp has carried her this far, and she refuses to acknowledge
the deepest wishes she holds in her heart. Those will only get her killed.Alone, she's stood
against everything they have ever thrown at her, refusing to give them what they want.What
Mave doesn't know is that it's all about to change. The Gladiator's Downfall is a 129,000+, fulllength novel. Age of the Andinna is a reverse harem epic fantasy series. The female lead will
collect her lovers as the series progresses.There is triggering content in this series including
but not limited to: abuse, violence, mature language, and sexual content. It's recommended for
mature audiences.
The Man Who Would Be Satan Parry was a gifted musician and an apprentice in the arts of
White Magic. But his life of sweet promise went disastrously awry following the sudden, violent
death of his beloved Jolie. Led down the twisted path of wickedness and depravity by Lilah the
harlot demoness, Parry thrived -- first as a sorceror, then as a monk, and finally as a feared
inquisitor. But it wasn't until his mortal flame was extinguished that Parry found his true calling
-- as the Incarnation of Evil. And, at the gates of Hell, he prepared to wage war on the master
himself -- Lucifer, the dark lord -- with dominion over the infernal realms the ultimate prize!
This book examines Hungarian nationalism through everyday practices that will strike most
readers as things that seem an unlikely venue for national politics. Separate chapters examine
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nationalized tobacco, nationalized wine, nationalized moustaches, nationalized sexuality, and
nationalized clothing. These practices had other economic, social or gendered meanings:
moustaches were associated with manliness, wine with aristocracy, and so forth. The
nationalization of everyday practices thus sheds light on how patriots imagined the nation’s
economic, social, and gender composition. Nineteenth-century Hungary thus serves as the
case study in the politics of "everyday nationalism." The book discusses several prominent
names in Hungarian history, but in unfamiliar contexts. The book also engages with theoretical
debates on nationalism, discussing several key theorists. Various chapters specifically
examine how historical actors imagine relationship between the nation and the state, paying
particular attention Rogers Brubaker’s constructivist approach to nationalism without groups,
Michael Billig’s notion of ‘banal nationalism,’ Carole Pateman’s ideas about the nation as a
‘national brotherhood’, and Tara Zahra’s notion of ‘national indifference.’
The things that go bump in the night are supposed to be headboards, not monsters. Leaving
my husband was hard. Trying to face the world alone with my teenage daughter is the sort of
thing nightmares are made of, but I caught a break. My best friend just hired me for a great job.
It's not anything special, simply managing the leasing office of this very fancy and highly
exclusive neighborhood, yet the perks mean I get my second chance. Speaking of perks, my
rent-free house is right beside not just one handsome man, but five! Each one is hotter than
the last, and all of them seem interested in me. Maybe I can't remember the last date I was on,
but if I want to master being a strong woman, then this is a good place to start. It's just dating,
right? Normal life stuff. Not so much. Everyone around us has these strange golden eyes.
Then there are the questions no one will answer. And who cares if there's a lot of wildlife
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running around at night? I do, especially when a wolf keeps sneaking into my backyard. I have
a kid to worry about. Things have got to change before someone gets bitten! Normal is going
out the window, and fast. My neighbors say I don't belong here, and they don't mean because
I'm Hispanic. Never mind that I just heard a man growl. Now they're talking about fated
somethings, and I'm pretty sure they mean me. I feel like I'm going crazy! Because when I said
I wanted to learn how to be strong, this wasn't what I meant at all. Still, when it comes to taking
care of my little girl, I will definitely learn how to be the biggest bitch on the block. I just hope
that doesn't become literal. Wolf's Bane is a 135,000 word, full-length novel with multiple love
interests. Note: Wolves Next Door series contains profanity, consensual sex, and one adult
woman who falls for multiple younger men. This is the first book in a trilogy.
Collects the thoughts of twenty-four contemporary women writers on the effects of fairy tales
on their work, culture, and emotional lives

I always imagined Death's final kiss would be cold. It wasn't. Four years later, I
can still remember the exact shade of his skin: a blue so pale it looked like
moonlight. I dream of his touch. Mostly, I paint the man under the heavy cowl,
including those perfect lips which ruined mine for anyone else. I'm obsessed with
him. The doctors say he's nothing more than a hallucination caused by a mixture
of head trauma and emergency pain medications. I think he's a really sexy
figment of my imagination. I mean, who besides an artist would dream up the
Grim Reaper for their hero?Now, something's changed and my drawings are
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taking on a life of their own. As if college wasn't hard enough, trying to keep this
a secret is going to be impossible. Keeping my sanity might be worse. And that's
not the worst of my problems.Death is back. He wants another kiss.And he's not
alone.The Kiss of Death is a 156,000 word, full-length novel with NO cliffhanger
ending. This is a Reverse Harem series which includes multiple love interests,
some m/m themes, and graphic scenes of sex, violence, and language. Be
warned: everything you thought you knew about the world, religion, and death will
be pulled apart, twisted around, and put back together in ways you will not
expect.
The Mistress of Dallas doesn't date vanilla men. Mal doesn't need to-not with all
the submissives she meets at the club she sponsors or her job as Executive
Producer of the most risque adult television station in Texas. But then she meets
Detective Colby Wade and decides to make an exception. As a former soldier
now working the narcotics task force, Colby is lean, tough, and cocky. Certainly
not a submissive bone in his body. But her Mistress instincts insist that there's
more to Detective Wade beneath the surface. A silent challenge that she can't
refuse. It'll be a fun night. Have a few drinks and a nice dinner. See if she can
make the confident man blush or sweat a little. She'll enjoy him while it lasts, but
she fully expects him to walk away after a little taste of what a powerful, dominant
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woman expects in her bed. If he's even brave enough to make it that far. Colby's
never met a battle that he couldn't face with the supreme confidence of a combat
Marine. After two tours in Afghanistan and years working the streets as a cop
until he made detective, he's feeling... ragged. On edge. And yeah, desperate.
So far, he's managed to hold his shit together well enough that he hopes his
partner doesn't know how close he is to exploding. He needs an outlet, a safe
way to release the pent-up emotions that he keeps buried. It's bad enough that
he's actually considered re-enlisting. He needs a new battle, but he doesn't want
to bring a war to the streets of Dallas. Instead, maybe he'll bring that war to the
Mistress of Dallas's bed.
My college roommate is the worst. Cecile steals my food, brings guys over at all
hours, and parties instead of studying. But those quirks pale in comparison to
what she does next. She drugs me, and I wake up imprisoned in an alternate
universe full of terrifying creatures. Now, the biggest and scariest creature of all-a
fae king-believes I'm his mate. He's freed me from the dungeon but keeps me
close. So close, in fact, that I'm beginning to like his wintery gaze and icechiseled body. But secrets and villains lurk throughout this new world, and I don't
know if I'll survive long enough to figure out how to get back home.Lily's Note:
This beautiful hardback edition includes the first four books in the Fae's Captive
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Series: Fae's Captive, Road to Winter, Bite of Winter, and Beyond the Mountain,
which completes Taylor and Leander's story.
Witty servant meets the brother of Chaos and one prank gone wrong later they're
all in the kind of mess that is unravelling an entire magical kingdom. Shade, an
orphaned servant, who unknowingly carries deeply hidden secrets. Four Elite
brothers from a long forgotten magical kingdom who rescue her, almost by
accident, from her abusive master. Alpha and overprotective male lead, who
knows from the beginning he needs to push her away but just can't resist. The
kingdom is in the hands of a tyrant who literally controls death itself and is on a
slow, torturous, killing spree. Reverse-harem plot from book one. Laugh out loud
funny Dual or Multi POV after book one Slow-burn, the relationship and plot
development are given real detail (full sexual content by book four) Full length
novel at 80k + for book one. 100k+ for book two, and 180k+ for book 3.
With freedom, comes uncertainty, and with uncertainty, comes mistakes.Mave
has been making a lot of those. As she draws closer to the Free Cities of Olost,
she finds herself juggling between learning about her people, and learning the
nuances of the males around her. Males she has to work with if she wants to
survive the world she's about to jump into feet first as the newest member of the
Ivory Shadow Mercenary Company. She has no choice but to learn to trust
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them.Through all of it, Mave has found herself hopeful for Olost and the new
beginnings she's found. The opportunities of new friendships, new family, and
maybe more draws her further out of her shell every moment. With all of her
courage, she continues to take those shaky first steps, leaving the life of slavery
and being an outcast far behind her.But freedom doesn't hold all the promises
she hoped it did. Olost might be free, but that doesn't mean it's safe.Her enemies
will never rest and neither can she.The Mercenary's Bounty is a 144,000+ words,
full-length novel. Age of the Andinna is a reverse harem epic fantasy series. The
female lead will collect her lovers as the series progresses.There is triggering
content in this series including but not limited to: abuse, violence, mature
language, and sexual content. It's recommended for mature audiences.
I'm a scavenger. So what? With society's collapse on Earth, I do what I have to
for survival. Especially after I'm kidnapped by space pirates. I have no idea why
the five most powerful rulers in the universe decide that I'm the Oath Forger, the
one foretold to fuse their royal houses together and bring peace. But I'm going to
play along. Because, hey, it's better than probes in uncomfortable places. Now
let's just hope they don't find out I'm lying.
Donovan Morgan rules his billion-dollar international company with an iron fist.
But in the privacy of his bedroom, he hungers for an iron lady to rule his body.
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Lilly Harrison helps her clients tame their personal demons by taming them. Lots
of men—blue collar to white collar—enjoy female domination. But the ultra-rich and
powerful CEO is alpha to the core. In public, that is. Donovan selects his potential
Mistress as carefully as a prime investment opportunity, and negotiates a
contract as tight and binding as any corporate takeover. He must ensure his
privacy at all cost—even if he has to resort to a little blackmail to ensure her full
cooperation. When the indomitable Miss Harrison laughs in his face, tears his
contract up, and walks out without a backward glance, it seals the deal. Donovan
will have her. Even if she makes him crawl to her side. Each story in the
Billionaires in Bondage series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any
order. Series order: Book #1: The Billionaire Submissive Book #2: The
Billionaire's Ink Mistress Book #3: The Billionaire’s Christmas Bargain
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